
 

 

يم   رح رحمن ال سم اهلل ال  ب

 

The Pursuit of sustainable security is an inherent and instinctive part of human being and a 

historical quest.  No country can afford to ignore its security. The Divine prophets and the 

righteous also sought to offer guidelines, in the light of their faith in God and Divine 

teachings, to assure a safe and serene life in both worlds. To them, the ideal society is a 

society of global scale based on the monotheism and justice and replete with security, 

affection and brotherliness, and which is led by the noblest servant of God along with the 

Jesus Christ (P.B.U.H) and other righteous people. 

 

Islamic Republic of Iran expresses a great support to the project of the Forum for the 21th 

century and thanks to the chairman for taking responsibility over the process of 

negotiations. Iran principally agrees on proposes, which could assure safe and serene life 

for people, what the following statements demonstrate. 

 

1. article 

Iran will support proposals of the Forum for the 21th century, because the reform of the 

UN Security council is in the present time inevitable. The Structure of the UN Security 

council is unjust and unbalanced. The structure is a remnant of the World War II and is not 

compatible with the realities of the present world anymore. UN reform should guarantee 

collective decision making for international community taking into account opinion of the 

developing states in administration of the world body. The nations and governments 

seeking justice and freedom will certainly stand by you in such a campaign to ensure that 

the international relations will be based on justice, ethics, equality and human respect. 

2. article 



 

 

Iran supports such definition of an aggression, which will be shared among the whole 

world community of states. Iran is against every form of aggression and terrorism, but the 

process of removal has to be carried out against every form of terrorism everywhere in the 

world. If there is terrorism in the Arabic land, it must be removed so, as it would be 

handled in Europe, America and elsewhere in the world.  

 

3. article 

The Global crisis management could operate under the UN organization, which now serves 

as global decision-making platform and ground for such initiatives as new management 

would be. The only condition is balanced decision-making on the global level, which does 

not considerate only political powers, but real demands of developing countries, small 

states and non-governmental organizations. 

 

4. article  

The ultimate interest of private military companies is to sell most weapons, as they can. 

Overfilling the world with weapons cannot lead to a future sustainable peace. Weapons 

should be held for the sake of self defend and world should be prevented of the mass 

armament. Therefore it would be right to agree at least on an ethical code for private 

military business.  

 

5. article  

Iran is the signatory state of Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty in 1968. Nuclear energy is 

clean and cheap and a heavenly gift which is amongst the most suitable alternatives to cut 

the pollutions emanating from fossil fuels. The Non- Proliferation Treaty (NPT) allows all 

member States to use nuclear energy without limits and the International Atomic Energy 

Agency is mandated to provide member States with technical and legal support. The 

nuclear bomb is the worst inhumane weapon and which must totally be eliminated. The 



 

 

NPT prohibits its development and stockpiling and calls for nuclear disarmament. 

Therefore our motto is "Nuclear Energy for all, Nuclear Weapons for None ". In November 

2010 Iran is ready to hold talks on the nuclear program. One condition is sure – a greater 

variety of countries must be involved and they must express the view on nuclear arsenal of 

states, which didn´t sign NPT.  

Let’s hope for a day on which through realization of justice, no one will be infuriated, and 

even if so happened, let’s hope again no weapon would be found to satisfy it. 

 

We wish to all of you success and prosperity 

 

Peter Šiket                    

 

 


